8 Irrigation innovations
Even with a profusion of efficient water-saving irrigation equipment on the market today, who—and not what—makes the difference.
Ron Hall

10 Curing equipment ills
Visual checklists are the most basic kind of preventive maintenance, according to the experts.
Mark L. Dlugoss

12 Engine maintenance
Your operator's manuals contain tested, proven maintenance procedures. Before questioning them, consider these common sense 'whys' behind the procedures.
Tom Brink

14 Hand-held equipment
Quality two-cycle engines will run perfectly for hundreds of hours with proper attention to fundamental components. Cleaning them goes a long way.
Peter Fernald

16 LM Reports: Trenchers
If you've got trenching to do, suppliers offer everything from 'major league' trenchers to small, walk-behind units to vibrating pipe pullers.
Jerry Roche

18 Breaking the bad news
What supervisors say, and how they say it—especially when it's handling bad news—can affect employee productivity and company profitability.
Ed and Todd Wandtke

19 Computer-aided design
The landscape manager who feels at home with a computer will also be much more at home when discussing a client's needs.
James E. Guyette

24 Using garden shows
Start getting ready now for the unusual world of landscape design for garden shows, which are a vital part of a long-range selling plan.
James E. Guyette

27 Soil compaction
It's the green industry's version of an oil leak or tooth decay. You don't know it's there until you notice something's wrong—and by then it may be too late.

28 Dealing with earthworms
Turf managers want to get rid of them, but earthworms are a vital part of the turf ecosystem. We need an attitude adjustment.
Pam Elam

30 When golfers goof off
When you've done all you can to preach respect for your course, you've got to hope for the best from the majority of your players.
Terry McIver

32 Emphasizing environmentalism
Press releases sent from the superintendent's office to local media should emphasize the course's environmental aspects.
Jerry Roche
33 A change in priorities
‘Days of easy lawn care are over,’ but geographical considerations help keep this suburban Detroit company thriving.
Ron Hall

34 EPA violations
Here are the 10 most common problems that EPA examiners found with lawn care companies during inspections.

37 No peace in the industry?
The year 2000 brings a new millenium but, Dr. James Watson says, the green industry can’t count on unbridled happiness or peace—until it can bolster its image to the public.
Ron Hall
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SIXTH ANNUAL
Seed Pocket Guide
S1-S40 In this special supplement to Landscape Management magazine this month, you will find valuable information that will make your job of selecting the right seed easier throughout the year. From bahiagrass to zoysia, “we know your turf.”
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